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Welcome!
I’m so grateful that you’ve made time in your busy day
to join this call!
Thank you for your presence and participation!
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Dance Party!
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Overview
What does science say about the effects of gratitude on
our physical, emotional and social health?
How can you and your students get the most benefits
from being more deeply in touch with feelings of
thankfulness?
Learn practices that you and your students can use to
develop an attitude of gratitude to increase resilience,
motivate kindness, and bring positive results to the
whole school community.
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Agenda
• What is gratitude?
• The positive benefits of gratefulness
• Gratitude practices
• Resourcing: A practice to build resiliency
• Additional resources
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Poll: What is Gratitude?
YES! All 3.

Gratitude is a personality trait, a habit of
mind, and an emotion.
It is also a gift to the giver and the receiver,
a resiliency-builder and a joy to experience.
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Grateful
Definition (American Heritage Dictionary):
1a: appreciative of benefits received
1b: expressing gratitude, grateful thanks
2a: affording pleasure or contentment : PLEASING
2b: pleasing by reason of comfort supplied or discomfort
alleviated
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Impacts of Gratefulness
Increased
generosity and
helpfulness

Reduced aggression;
increased empathy

Increased ratings
of happiness

Optimism; joy;
resiliency

Improved physical
health; decreased
stress; improved sleep

Increased social
cohesion and
trust
Dr.Robert Emmons & Dr. Michael
McCullough; Dr. Martin Seligman
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Gratitude in Covid Times
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Gratitude in Covid Times
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Gratitude Research (Jeffrey Froh)
We get fully in touch with our gratitude towards
someone when we realize that:

·

● someone has intentionally done something to
benefit us.
● providing this benefit was costly to them.
● the benefit is valuable to us.
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Resiliency Skill: Resourcing

(Elaine Miller-Karas TRI)

A resource is a person, place, thing,
memory, or a part of yourself that
makes you feel better, stronger, or
more resilient.
Resources can be:

-external, internal, or imagined
- unique to each person
- many different resources
- can be “mixed”
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Resiliency Skill: Tracking while Resourcing
• “Resourcing” refers to the practice of recalling a resource to
regulate your nervous system.

• While recalling your resource, you can tune into the changes
that occur within your body (tracking).

• Notice any sensations. Focus on the pleasant or neutral
sensations.

• Make a connection between recalling the resource and the
sensations of well-being in your body.

• This regulates the nervous system and can be used to boost
resiliency.
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What are you thankful for?
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Look Closely- Notice- Investigate

Notice and
investigate
what?

Notice the object,
the person, the
intention, the
impact and your
own internal
response.
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Try This: What's Not Canceled?
1. What’s not canceled?
2. Write down some things you enjoy that haven’t been
canceled by covid.
3. Draw a picture of one of those things.
4. Then, really think about how this has been a resource
for you (ie: source of comfort or joy.)
5. Notice sensations as you think of your resource.
6. Remind yourself to notice other things that haven’t
been canceled..

https://seelearning.emory.edu/standalone-SEELearning-resources
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https://animoto.com/play/pnrQSN3KxbLJl4Wj2H478Q
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My Natural Resources
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Avon-by-the-Sea
The Great Swamp
Hacklebarney State Park
Island Beach State Park
Jockey Hollow National Park
Loantaka Brook Reservation
Lord Stirling Park
Paterson Great Falls Nat’l Historic Park
Ringwood State Park
Schooley’s Mountain County Park
Wawayanda State Park
Wildcat Ridge Management Area
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Getting in Touch with Gratitude

SEE
SAY
SAVOR

Notice.
Understand.
Appreciate.

Citation: Nancy Davis Kho
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Gratitude Practices & Celebrations
✔Thankful Thursday
✔Gratitude tree
✔“What We’re Thankful” For Bulletin board
✔ Gratitude videos/pictures
✔30 Days of Gratitude
✔Gratitude pumpkin
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Bulletin Board
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Gratitude Tree
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Gratitude Jar & Journal
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30 Days of Gratitude
What food are you grateful for?
What smell...grateful for?
Who are you grateful for?
What colors are you grateful for?
What part of the day...grateful for?
What sounds...grateful for?
What talent or skill...grateful for?
What freedom...grateful for?
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More Ideas!
·

Lots of easy-to-implement gratitude activities for
the classroom- including the virtual classroom.
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/gratitude_
activities_for_the_classroom
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/heart-habits-gratitudestudents-reflect-act-on-maurice-elias
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Additional Resources
Good summaries of research on gratitude
https://positivepsychology.com/gratitude-research
https://www.templeton.org/discoveries/science-of-gratitude

What’s Not Cancelled worksheet & more
https://seelearning.emory.edu/standalone-SEELearning-resources

Growing Gratitude: Beyond Saying Thank You (for Parents)
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/christatinari_teaching-gratitude-is-sayingthank-you-activity-6600057364353732608-6_77
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What’s Your Take-Away?
Please share in chat
your response to one
of these prompts:
I realized…
I’d like to...
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Stay Connected with SEE Learning
ctinari@emory.edu
@emoryseelearning
@see_learning

@see_learning
seelearning.emory.edu/contact
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